
2023 RWGC – JW 
 

TOURNAMENT FORMATS 

 

2-GAL SCRAMBLE   

Both players will tee off. Pick best drive. Both will play from within one club length from that ball, no closer to the hole. 

Continue in the same manner until ball is holed out.   

2-GAL BEST BALL   

Stroke play. Record the lowest GROSS and the lowest NET score per hole.   

2-GAL 6-6-6 *No provision is made for a blind draw. See pro shop for a partner.   

Holes 1-6: Scramble. Holes 7-12: Best Ball. Holes 13 -18: Alternate Shot.   

BEST 9- Player plays 18 holes and the lower 9 hole score of the front or back is used for the tournament. 

2-GAL SCRAMBLE 3 CLUBS AND A PUTTER *No provision is made for a blind draw. See pro shop for a partner.   

Select the three clubs you will be using prior to the round and include ONLY them and your putter in your bag. 

Clubs MAY NOT be shared between partners.  

Both players will tee off. Pick best drive. Both will play from within one club length from that ball, no closer to the hole.     

Continue in the same manner until ball is holed out.   

2 GAL ODD’S OR EVEN’S- Both players play their own ball.  The higher handicap player’s score counts on the Even  

numbered holes and the lower handicap player’s score counts on the Odd numbered holes. 

3-GAL CHA CHA CHA   

Use 1 best ball on 1st hole, 2 best balls on 2nd hole. Repeat procedure through 18 holes. 

Total the score of best balls, with allocated pops, for NET score.   

4-GAL HIT & SIT   

All players tee off. Choose the best drive. The player whose drive is chosen sits out the next shot. The three other 

players play from within one club length of the drive. Continue the same way onto the green.  Putt from within 6” of 

that spot until the ball is holed out. With the exception of the drive, one player will always be sitting out on each spot. 

AWESOME “3” SOME   

Select the best three Par 3 holes, best three Par 4 holes, best three Par 5 holes.   

CRISS CROSS   

Stroke play. Write down gross score. Choose the best holes between the front 9 and corresponding holes on the  

back nine. EG: 1 or 10, 2 or 11.   

EVENS   

Stroke play. Total gross score for even holes.  

ONES   

Stroke play. Total gross score for holes beginning with the letters “O, N, E, and S” (1, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,11, 16, 17, 18).   

ODDS   

Stroke play. Total gross score for odd holes 

PAR FOURS   

Stroke play. Total score on all par 4 holes (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17).   

RENO POINTS   

Each player is given a point quota based on her handicap. (46 minus handicap = quota). Total your points then 

subtract your point quota. Prizes are awarded for the most points over each player’s quota.   

STROKE PLAY & PUTTS   

Total gross score and subtract handicap for net score. Keep putts if part of the tournament that days. Only putts 

made on the green count.   

T’s & F’s   

Stroke Play. Keep gross score for posting purposes. Tournament score will be used for holes which start with  

“T” and “F” (2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12,13, 14, 15).   

THROW OUT THREE   

Stroke Play. After completing 18 holes, throw out your three worst gross scores to par.  

MUTT AND JEFF- The net and gross scores on the par 3’s and par 5’s are scored for the game. 

LONGEST 9- The gross and net scores on the longest holes on the course counts toward the game. 

 


